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Abstract
Experiments were performed using theHERCULES laser system at theUniversity ofMichigan to
study backward stimulated Raman scattering (BSRS) from a laser wakefield accelerator drivenwith a
30 fs pulse. 'The spectrumof backscattered light was found to be significantly broadened and red-
shifted in cases where electronswere accelerated. BSRS broadening (red-shifting)was found to
increase with respect to both plasma density and accelerated electron charge for laser powers
exceeding 100TW.Two-dimensional Particle-in-Cell simulations reveal temporal dynamics for the
BSRS emission, which ceases as thewakefield bubble is evacuated of plasma electrons because of
relativistic self-focusing. The intensity and duration of the BSRS signal was found to varywith plasma
density and laser intensity. Both experimental and simulation results indicate that backward SRS is
associatedwith plasma electron density within thewakefield bubble. Thismeasurement can serve as a
diagnostic of bubble dynamics, and is correlatedwith trapped electron charge in this regime.

1. Introduction

Compact laser wakefield accelerators (LWFA) are part of a new generation of laser and plasma based
accelerators, and are capable of generatingGeV electron beams over a few centimeters (Tajima and
Dawson 1979, Faure et al 2004, Geddes et al 2004,Mangles et al 2004, Leemans et al 2006, Esarey et al 2009,Wang
et al 2013). Plasmawiggler radiation, generated by electron betatron oscillations inwakefield accelerators, results
in spatially coherent x-rays having a brightness similar to that achievable with conventional accelerator
technology, howeverwith pulses on an unprecedented femtosecond timescale (Rousse et al 2004, Kneip
et al 2010).

A LWFA is generated through the interaction of an intense, femtosecond laser pulsewith a low density
plasma. The ponderomotive force of the high-intensity pulse excites plasmawaves in its wake that enable the
trapping and acceleration of electrons toGeV energies from the longitudinal electric fields in thewaves. LWFA at
high power is associatedwith the formation of a nearly spherical bubble-shaped plasmawave that traps and
accelerates electrons (Pukhov andMeyer-ter-Vehn 2002,McGuffey et al 2010, Palastro et al 2015). Although
relativistic plasmawaves are producedwhen the laser pulse duration is less than a plasma period, electron
injection and acceleration only occurs when the driving pulse is at relativistic intensity (producing a very large
amplitudewave).

StimulatedRamanScattering (SRS) is a three-wave interaction that occurs inplasma at densities less thanquarter
critical (nc/4),where the critical density is w p=n m e4c e 0

2 2. Raman scattering involves thedecayof the incident
electromagnetic laserwave,ω0, into an electrostatic plasmawave,ωpe, and a scatteredwave,ωscatt=ω0−ωpe. For
ne=nc, forwardSRS results in the generationof relativistic plasmawaveswithwavelengthλp;2πc/ωpe, while
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backwards SRSgenerates non-relativisticwaveswith awavelengthl l 2p 0 . Interference between forward going
light andbackwardpropagating SRS light gives rise to a beat structure on awavepacket,whichdrives theplasmawave
growth.A schematic of this interaction is given infigure 1. In the relativistic regime,where the electricfield for
electronacceleration is on theorder ofme c

2/λp, the laser pulse duration canbe comparable to the growth rate of
parametric instabilities such as SRS (Darrow et al1992,Coverdale et al1996,Ting et al1996,Andreev and
Kalmykov1997,Miyamoto et al1998).

For ‘long’ pulse durations (nanoseconds), Backward Stimulated Raman Scattering (BSRS) can lead to the
scattering and redistribution of incident laser light aswell as plasma heating and hot electron generation by SRS
driven plasmawaves. Therefore, the presence of BSRS for inertial confinement fusion-related studies has posed a
challenge for effective laser–plasma coupling (Wilks et al 1995,Hinkel et al 2011). The spectral signatures of
BSRS have been found to depend on laser intensity. At high intensities with picosecond duration pulses, spectra
exhibit broadening andmodulation of the frequency spectrum, potentially due to ‘bursting’ of the scattered light
from the instability (rapid fluctuations in scattering intensity) (Darrow et al 1992, Krushelnick et al 1995,
Coverdale et al 1996, Ting et al 1996,Miyamoto et al 1998). The spectra obtained fromBSRS can be used as a
diagnostic of the physics of high-intensity laser–plasma interactions (Krushelnick et al 1995, Ting et al 1996,
Andreev andKalmykov 1997, Jones et al 2002,Matsuoka et al 2010).

The duration of BSRS light is related to the propagation time of the laser pulse through the plasma, and
therefore can bemuch longer than the incident laser pulse. Additionally, the growth rate of the SRS instability
depends on the strength of the laser electricfield, E, which is characterized by the dimensionless normalized
vector potential, w l= = µa v c Ee m c Ieosc 0

1 2 , where vosc is the peak quiver velocity,ω0 andλ are the laser
frequency andwavelength, respectively, and I is the laser intensity. For high-intensity laser pulses (I>1018

W cm−2), the peak quiver velocity of an electron in the laser field can approach the speed of light, resulting in
growth rates of the SRS instability that exceeds the electron plasma frequency w p= ( )n m4pe e e

2 . This is known
as the strongly coupled regime, and is associatedwith frequency components shifted tomultiples of the plasma
frequencyωpe, resulting in a highly broadened spectrum that is not clearly connected to the laser spectrum
(Andreev andKalmykov 1997).

Strongly coupled SRSmeasurements frompicosecondduration ( 800 fs)pulses have been previouslymade,
with thewidth of the spectra exceeding theplasma frequency (Darrow et al1992). A transition fromclassical to
anomalous (broadened)BSRSwith increasing laser intensity has beenobserved experimentally from600 fs laser
pulses (Coverdale et al 1996). Additionally,measurements from450 fs high-intensity (I> 1018W cm−2) laser
pulses have yielded spectrawith large amplitudemodulations (Ting et al1996). Experimentalmeasurements of
BSRS from120 fs pulses at sub-relativistic intensities have also been reported,where the amount of backscattered
lightwas found todecrease at lowpressures due to theponderomotive expulsionof electrons along the laser axis
(Malka et al 1996). BSRSmeasurements have also beenmadeduring LWFAwith laser powers up to 8TW (max
intensity of;2×1019W cm−2) (Kaganovich et al 2016). Kaganovich et alobserved saturationofBSRS signal due
to strong self-focusing at increasing gas pressures (plasmadensities). Their experimental resultswere consistent
withBSRSgeneration in theweakly nonlinear regime,where the growth rate of SRS is positive only in a very narrow
spectral region, resulting in a frequency component of the laser pulsewith awidth less thanωpe.

The observation of these broadened, highlymodulated BSRS spectra, which are not predicted by the
standard parametric theory of SRS, highlights the role of nonlinear dynamics in electron plasmawave (EPW)
generation (Škorić et al 1996, 2013). For high-intensity, short-pulse interactions, very large amplitude EPWs are
produced, inwhich the oscillating electrons can have very high velocities. To account for the relativistic

Figure 1.A schematic of Backward Stimulated Raman Scattering (BSRSwithin a laser wakefield plasma bubble. The relativistic plasma
wavelength is given byλp. The interference of forward going laser light and backward propagating SRS can give rise to a beat structure
on the laser wave packet.
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correction to electronmass (nonlinear detuning) at these intensities, Kono and Škorić included a nonlinear term
in their one-dimensionalmodel of SRS in aweakly collisional plasma (Kono and Škorić 2010). Their theory
predicts a saturation of backscattered light for lower laser pump amplitudes, given by the ratio of the electron
quiver velocity in a laser pumpfield to the speed of light (eE0/meω0c), revealing quasiperiodic structures.
However, with increasing pump strength, pronounced spectral broadening and chaotic bursting of
backscattered emissionwas observed, indicating a transition to chaos and eventual loss of coherentmodulation.
1D-PIC simulations of Raman backscattered spectra were found to producemodulated spectra with increasing
complexity as a function of pump strength, agreeingwith experimentalmeasurements from a 0.8 ps laser pulse
byDarrow et al (1992). Therefore, the extreme broadening of backscattered spectramay indicate scattering from
many unstable plasmamodes in the strongly coupled regime due to loss of coherence of plasmawaves during
wave breaking (Darrow et al 1992, Andreev andKalmykov 1997,Walton et al 2006). Broadeningmay also be due
to spatiotemporal localization (bursting) of the Raman scattered light within the laser pulse from a rapid
saturation of the SRS instability (Walton et al 2006, Škorić et al 2013).

Additionally, electron injection and trapping during LWFA is connectedwith thewave breaking of EPWs
having phase velocities approaching the speed of light (Walton et al 2006). Instabilities with a self-modulating
laser pump can couple to relativistic plasmawaves, creating new sidebands in the forward spectra, and
contributing to the growth and ultimate breaking of these EPWs (Andreev andKalmykov 1997,Walton
et al 2006). However, severe side scattered SRS has been found to degrade electron beamquality in LWFA
through the seeding offilamentation instabilities in the electron beam, aswell as erosion of the incident laser
pulse (Matsuoka et al 2010).

Backward SRS in the strongly coupled (strongly nonlinear) regime during LWFAhas not previously been
observed experimentally. In the bubble regime of LWFA, the importance of this phenomenon is also unclear,
however the backward SRSmay generate large amplitude short wavelength plasmawaves in a partially
‘evacuated’ plasma bubble, whichmay affect the dynamics of electron injection and acceleration in this regime.
Previous studiesmotivatemeasurements of backscattered spectra produced at these ultra-short-pulse durations
as a diagnostic of the interaction. Of particular interest is the efficiency and control of electron self-injection,
whichmay potentially enable optimization of the LFWAmechanism, and generation of electron beamswith
higher charge. The utilization of BSRS to generate a counter-propagating photon beam could also be used to
produce x-rays by theCompton scattering of photonswith energetic electrons accelerated by LWFA (Palastro
et al 2015, Kaganovich et al 2016). Thismethod of all-optical Compton scattering could produce x-rayswith a
wide range of energies up to 1MeV, and could provide a compact alternative to existing linear electron
accelerator devices. Photons generated via BSRSmay provide amore tractable realization of all-optical
Compton scattering as compared to the use of two separate ultra-short pulses to generate the energetic electron–
photon interaction.

In this paper, we describe experiments conducted using theHERCULES laser system at the University of
Michigan tomeasure backward SRS generated during LWFA in the strongly coupled regime. Resultant
backscatter spectra were found to be highlymodulated and significantly red-shifted in cases where electrons
were accelerated. A correlation between the total amount of BSRS and charge of the accelerated electron
beamwas observed for laser powers exceeding 100 TW. The amount of BSRS (characterized by the intensity
of the of themeasured spectrum beyond 830 nm)was also found to increase as a function of plasma density at
these powers. For laser powers above 100 TW, where the ponderomotive force of the laser is higher, the
BSRS signal was significantly less red-shifted, while still correlating with electron beam charge and plasma
density. For laser powers below 50 TW, no such correlations were observed. Therefore, it is clear that the red-
shift broadening of the backward SRS spectrum is associated with increased electron beam charge in a
LWFA. These experiments were complemented by two-dimensional PIC simulations that indicate growth of
BSRS until the wakefield bubble is evacuated of electrons due to relativistic self-focusing of the laser.
Simulations and experiments indicate thatmeasurement of backward propagating SRSmay be used as a
diagnostic of bubble formation and trapped electron charge within the bubble. A summary of the
experimental setup is given in section 2, PIC simulations are described in section 3, and results and analysis
are given in section 4.

2. Experimental setup

At theUniversity ofMichigan, experiments were conducted using pulses from theHERCULESTi:sapphire laser
system. The laser operates at awavelength of 800 nmwith 30 fs pulse duration. Pulses with powers between 20
and 180TW (1.3×1019W cm−2

–1.1×1020W cm−2)were focused using an f/10 off-axis parabolicmirror
onto a pulsed gas jets generated fromgas jet nozzles between 1.55 and 5 mm in diameter. A deformablemirror
was used to correct the laser wave front and produces a focal spot with a full-width-half-maximumof 10 μm.
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Gas jet pressures up to 800 psi of helium gaswere utilized, yielding plasma densities up to 6×1019 cm−3.
Backscattered light was collected using an aluminummirror at an angle of 5.5° from the nozzle and collimated
onto the entrance slit of anOceanOpticsHR2000 spectrometer (200–1100 nm). The laser spectral bandwidth
wasmeasured to be 30 nm; therefore, for backscatteringmeasurements the area under the red-shifted spectrum
was considered forwavelengths beyond 830 nm. The regionwas chosen to avoid errors due to scattered light
inside the target chamber, and is taken as a Figure-of-Merit of the total BSRS signal due to the approximate
symmetry of the spectrum. An electron spectrometer (using a 0.8 Tmagnet)with a LANEXphosphor
scintillating screen and a charge coupled device camera enabled electron energy detection between 47 and
800MeV. Interferometermeasurements of the plasma density were obtained using a transverse probe beam. A
schematic of the setup is given infigure 2.

3. Particle-in-Cell (PIC) simulation parameters

Two-dimensional simulations of a 30 fs, 800 nm laser pulse at 100 and 140TW in varying plasma densities were
performed using the relativistic PIC code SCPIC (Popov et al 2010), which has previously been used to study
electron acceleration in the bubble regime (Masson-Laborde et al 2014). These simulations provide additional
insight on the kinetic processes leading to SRS and particle loading. Simulations used a domain of
400 μm×200 μmwith resolution 12000×6000 cells (30/μm) and 16 particles per cell. Electron plasma
densities of (0.5–2)×1019 cm−3 were simulated, assuming a plasma temperature of 50 eV. Several diagnostic
probeswere placed on the simulation boundaries to record SRS as the laser propagated in the x-direction
through the plasma. A linear density rampof 100 μmfromvacuum to full density was included in themodel.

4. Results and analysis

A typical experimental BSRS spectrumobtained from30 fs laser pulses at 50 and 180TW is given infigure 3(a). A
background backscatter shot without gas is also plotted for comparison. Dramatic broadening andmodulation
of the BSRS spectrum is observed at all powers with the generation of an electron beam. The laser intensity is
centered at 800 nmand a red-shift in the BSRS spectrumwas considered as signal extending beyond 830 nm
(with 30 nm taken as the nominal spread of the laser wavelength). The integrated area under the red-shifted
BSRS spectrum is taken as a Figure-of-Merit of the total BSRS signal, since themeasured spectrum is
approximately symmetric.

The spectrummeasuredwithout gas infigure 3(a) resembles the laser spectrum and results from stray light
scattering inside the target chamber.We note here that the signal level within the incident laser spectrum is
negligibly weaker than the shots with gas and the BSRS signal dominates the signal. The observed broadening
andmodulation of the BSRS spectrum are similar tomeasurements at longer pulse durations in the strongly
coupled regime (Darrow et al 1992, Coverdale et al 1996). However, themodulation of the spectrum ismore
pronounced than any previously observed.

Figure 2.Experimental setup formeasurements of backward stimulated Raman scattering on theHERCULES laser (800 nm, 30 fs, 30-
200 TW, 4″ diameter, focusedwith an f/10 parabola, shown in red). Interferometrymeasurements of electron density weremade
using a probe beam from a pellicle in themain interaction beam. AnOceanOpticsHR2000 spectrometer resolving 200–1000 nmwas
used tomeasure backscatter signal (shown in blue) from the rear of the gas nozzle. Backscattered light was collected using an
aluminummirror and collimated through a 37 cm focal length lens. Electron energies weremeasured using a 0.8 Tmagnetic
spectrometer, a scintillating LANEX screen and aCCDcamera.
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A comparison between BSRS spectrumwith andwithout electron generation is given infigure 3(b)with
associated electron signal. Thesemeasurements were obtained at a laser power of 30 TW, using a 1.5 mm
diameter gas jet nozzle. No specific correlations between the energy spread of the electron beams and the
amount of SRSwere observed. Electronmeasurements shown in this figure correspond to signal from the
magnetic spectrometer on a scintillating LANEX screen. The contrast on each LANEX image is optimized to
show variation in the signal above background, therefore these images do not have the same contrast.

BSRS broadeningwas found to increase with electron beam charge generation and plasma density for laser
powers at and above 100 TW.Measurements taken at 100 TW, 115TWand 140TW,with 1.5 mm, 2 mmand
5mmdiameter gas jet nozzles, respectively, are presented infigure 4. The integrated signal in the red-shifted
BSRS spectrum as a function of electron charge is plotted on a semilogarithmic scale infigure 4(a), and as a
function of plasma density infigure 4(b). Plasma density was determined from interferometry images. Electron
charge, presented in arbitrary units, refers to the integrated electron signal from themagnetic spectrometer on
the scintillating screen. All signal below 200 counts is considered background, and for all shotswith near-zero
BSRS therewas also near-zero electron charge. For each power and nozzle diameter, each plotted point
corresponds to a single laser shot from a single experimental run. The plotted data reflects all points obtained
under the same experimental conditions (quoted power and nozzle diameter).

Linear least squares fits are plotted for each power to highlight an increase in BSRS as a function of electron
charge on a semilogarithmic scale infigure 4(a), and an increase in BSRS as a function of plasma density on a
linear scale infigure 4(b). However, thesefits should not be considered as a scaling, as the process is highly
nonlinear. Note that the y-axis varies for each plot, with the total BSRS signal decreasingwith increasing power.
The total BSRS signal is greatest at 100 TW.Additionally, at laser powers at and above 100TW, the integrated

Figure 3. (a)Example of BSRS spectrum from a 180TW laser shot producing electrons (blue), a 50 TWshot inwhich electronswere
not produced (black), and a 180 TWshotwithout gas (green). The red-shifted areawas considered as signal extending beyond 830 nm.
(b)Measured BSRS spectra and associated electron signal on the scintillating LANEX screen, demonstrating broadening and red-
shifting of the BSRS spectrumwith electron generation.
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electron chargewas found to increase with increasing plasma density. Correlations betweenBSRS signal and
electron and plasma density are persistent for all nozzle diameters.

For powers of 50TWand below, variations in the BSRS signal with electron charge are not as dramatic. This
is shown infigure 5(a). For helium gas targets at powers from25 to 50TWa clear trend is not obvious across all
powers and nozzle diameters. Linear least squares fits to the semilogarithmic plot as a function of electron charge
are shown for comparisonwithfigure 4(a); the total red-shifted area (and therefore the total BSRS), does not
appear to increase with the total charge in the resultant electron beam. Additionally, at these lower powers, no
clear correlation between the total BSRS signal and plasma density is observed. This data is plotted infigure 5(b).
Linear least squares fits are also shown for comparisonwith the high power trends infigure 4(b). No obvious
trend between BSRS signal and plasma length can be observed.

The results in figures 4 and 5 indicate that the intensity and broadening of the BSRS spectrum ismost
pronounced at powers above 100 TW.Additionally, the total area under the BSRS spectrum at powers below 100
TWwas nearly half that observed for higher laser powers. The increased bandwidth and ‘spikey’ structure of
BSRS spectrummay indicate very rapid growth rate and saturation of the backward SRS instability at high laser
powers.

Two-dimensional PIC simulations enabled a detailed analysis of BSRS production in a LWFA. Backward
SRS signal was observed in the SCPIC simulations and the time historywas recorded. Typical probe spectra are
shown infigures 6(a) and (b). Numerical simulations also reproduce the highlymodulated experimental
backscatter spectrum, indicating the applicability of PIC simulations formodeling SRS in LWFA interactions.
The production of anomalous spectramay alsomay also be influenced by relativistic frequency shifts in plasma
waves, as predicted in calculations by Škorić et al (2013), wherein pronounced anomalous spectra, characterized
by broadening and chaotic bursting, indicated a loss of coherentmodulation for high laser intensities. However,
no relativistic plasmawaves due to BSRS, as postulated by Škorić et al (2013), were observed.

The BSRS spectrumwas recorded fromPIC simulation probes for laser powers of 100 and 140TW.The
integrated area under the red-shifted spectrum (beyond 830 nm), representing the total BSRS signal, is plotted as
a function of plasma density infigure 6(c). Each point corresponds to a single laser event. An increase in the total
BSRS signal as a function of plasma density is observed and exponential fits to the data are shown. As in the

Figure 4.Total area under the red-shifted BSRS spectrum (representing the total BSRS signal) for helium gas at 100 , 115 and 140 TW,
for three gas jet nozzles, where the quoted length refers to the nozzle diameter. Error bars for the integrated spectrumare the same size
as the plotted points. (a)The total BSRS signal is plotted as a function of integrated charge, on a semilogarithmic scale. An increase in
BSRS signal as a function of charge generation is observed for all powers, and all nozzle diameters. Linear least squarefits are shown to
demonstrate this trend. Electron signal below 200 counts is considered background, and is represented by a shaded region. Error bars
for the integrated charge are negligible relative to the signal and are not plotted. (b)The total BSRS signal was found to increase as a
function of plasma density at each laser power and nozzle diameter. Linear least squarefits are shown. At all powers and nozzle
densities, the electron chargewas found to increase with plasma density.
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experiments, PIC simulations show an increase in the SRS signal with plasma density and confirm that the 100
TW laser pulse typically producesmore SRS than the 140 TW laser pulse.

PIC simulation results also reveal afinite duration to the BSRS signal, as shown in the backscatter diagnostic
probe offigure 6(b).While bubble formation begins almost immediately upon the laser entering the plasma, the
bubble is not completely evacuated of electrons until the laser is self-focused to sufficiently high-intensity.
During the periodwhen there isfinite electron plasma density inside the bubble, BSRS is produced from the
laser, and once the bubble is evacuated the scattering stops.

A significant BSRS signal is observed only in simulations where the laser intensity is below the critical
intensity for complete blowout of electron density in a bubble (Lu et al 2006). For 100 TW laser power, complete
blowout occurs at plasma densities below 1.2×1019 cm−3 (see figure 6(c)). At higher densities, the balance

Figure 5.Total area under the red-shifted BSRS spectrum (representing the total BSRS signal) for helium gas at 50 TWand below, for
three gas jet nozzles, where the quoted length refers to the nozzle diameter. Error bars for the integrated spectrum are the same size as
the plotted points. (a)Aclear correlation between BSRS signal and electron charge does not emerge. Linear least square fits are shown.
Electron signal below 200 counts is considered background, and is represented by a shaded region. (b)No clear relationship between
plasma density and the total BSRS signal is observed; linear least squarefits are shown. Additionally, no relationship between the
electron charge and plasma density was found for powers at and below 50TW.

Figure 6.PIC simulations reveal afinite duration to the backward traveling SRS signal. (a)An example BSRS sample fromPIC
simulations indicating red-shifting and broadening as observed in experimental data. (b)Time history of backscattered light frequency
fromPIC simulations at the diagnostic probe from the 100 TW laser in a plasma of density 2.09×1019 cm−3. Results showplasma
waves atωpe;0.1ω0 (electrostatic waves that reach the probe) and backward traveling SRS atωSRS;0.9ω0. (c)An increase in the
total BSRS signal as a function of plasma density is observed, where total signal is represented by the integrated red-shifted area of the
simulated BSRS spectrumbeyond 830 nm. Exponential fits to the data are shown.
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between the ponderomotive force of the laser and the force that arises due to the charge separationmay allow for
finite electron density inside the bubble.

For all the sub-critical laser intensity simulations, the evacuation of thewakefield bubble and termination of
backward SRS occurred at about 700 fs after the laser entered the plasma. Figure 7 shows 2D simulations and
line-outs of plasma electron density as a function of time, indicating complete evacuation of electrons due to
relativistic self-focusing of the laser after a propagation time of about 1 ps (simulation time).

By using the theory for complete electron blowout given by Lu et al (2006), Esarey et al (2009), one can
estimate the amplitude of the laser pulse required for complete evacuation of the bubble for a given plasma
density. Laser pulses with initial electric field amplitude below this thresholdwillfirst undergo relativistic self-
focusing before complete evacuation of the bubble occurs.

Combining the laser amplitude requirements with a theory for relativistic self-focusing (Sprangle
et al 1990, 1992) results in a critical length parameter that determines the distance the laser pulsemust travel in
the plasma before its bubble is completely evacuated:
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where the real component of zc is defined to be the critical length for blowout (i.e. restricting a ac0 and
P>Pc),ZR is the laser Rayleigh length, a0 is the initial normalized amplitude of the laser, ac is the critical laser
amplitude for complete blowout (Lu et al 2006, Esarey et al 2009),P /Pc is the ratio of the laser power to the
critical power for relativistic self-focusing, kp=ωpe/c is the plasmawavenumber, and r0 is the diffraction limited
spot size of the laser.

Figure 7. 2DPIC simulations of the 100 TW laser in a plasma of density 1.56×1019 cm−3. (a)Plasma electron density at t=0.75 ps,
showing finite electron density inside the LWFAbubble resulting in SRS. (b)Plasma electron density at t=1.00 ps, showing complete
evacuation of electrons from the LWFAbubble due to relativistic self-focusing of the laser. (c)Laser amplitude and plasma density
versus propagation distance 1D cut along x, at y=Ly/2=100μmat t = 0.75 ps and (d) t=1.00 ps.
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The amplitude threshold for the blowout increases with density, and the critical power Pc for the relativistic
self-focusing decreases with higher plasma densities. This results in a nearly constant critical length zc
(independent of plasma density) for lasers with initial amplitude below the threshold for complete bubble
evacuation. The critical length (1) zc≈33 μmfor 100 TW lasers, corresponding to ne>1.2×1019 cm−3. To
estimate zc from the simulation results, see figures 7(c), (d), one could evaluate the distance between the
beginning of the homogeneous plasma at the end of the density ramp, x≈200 μmin figure 7(c), and the
location of the fully evacuated electron density infigure 7(d) at x≈270 μm.The extent of the critical length,
zc≈70 μm, observed in PIC simulations corresponds verywell to the region of the strong BSRS signal and
corresponding duration of the scattered signal at the probe (seefigure 6(b) and note that due to the counter
propagation of the laser and its SRS, the duration of the scattered light signal is expected to be z2 c/c). Also,
zc≈70 μmremains nearly constant in all runs at different plasma densities. The observed discrepancy between
theoretical prediction and PIC results arewell within the expected limitation of the scaling argument in
equation (1) and rough estimates based on the simulation results infigure 7.

Whilefinite densities in the bubble (due to sub-critical laser amplitudes for the full electron evacuation)
result in the strongest BSRS signals in the short PIC simulations, there is always SRS present due to plasma
density at the front of the bubble (see figure 7(d)), which is also lower for higher intensity lasers because of the
steeper density gradient. This BSRS produced at the front of the bubble is less prominent in the short PIC
simulations.

PIC simulations indicate that BSRS signal persists until thewakefield bubble is evacuated due to relativistic
self-focusing of the laser. Thus,measurement of backward propagating SRS appears to be a result of non-zero
electron plasma density within the bubble. One explanation for this correlation is that the BSRS instabilitymay
be seeded by noise produced by electron injection into the bubble during self-focusing. Consequently, BSRS
signal and time-resolved backscattered spectramay be useful as a diagnostic of bubble formation and trapped
electron charge.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we present the first experimentalmeasurements of backward strongly coupled SRS in the bubble
regime of LWFA. The observed spectra are unlike those observed in previous experiments, and are characterized
by a very spikey structure, consistent with 2DPIC simulations, see figure 6(a). The observed backward Raman
spectrum is correlatedwith enhanced electron charge in the accelerated beam. For laser powers at and above 100
TW, the integrated BSRS spectrum at wavelengths beyond 830 nm (representing the total BSRS signal)was
found to increase with both electron charge and plasma density. For laser powers below 100TW, no such
correlationwas observed.

Two-dimensional PIC simulations show a correlation between BSRS signal and plasma electron density
within the laserwakefield bubble. For increasing laser intensities, the intensity and duration of the BSRS signal
decreases as electron density within the bubble is rapidly depleted. The BSRS signal is enhancedwhen the
electron density in the bubble is non-zero. The broadened, highlymodulated spectra obtained from
backscattered light are also observed in PIC simulations. They are results of rapid variations in the background
plasma conditions during bubble formation and scattering of backscattered light on the secondary plasmawakes
that are formed behind the primary bubble containing the short laser pulse. It has has been shown in the past that
wake formation contributes to the frequency shifts of the laser pulse (Shadwick et al 2009, Ludwig et al 2018),
and this in turn affects spectrumof the scattered light. These spectra of scattered light are reminiscent of the
transition to chaos and eventual loss of coherence due to nonlinear detuning at relativistic laser intensities (Kono
and Škorić 2010, Škorić et al 2013). However, no such transition has been observed in PIC simulationswith
varying laser powers. In addition, the lowBSRS reflectivity would not be sufficient to produce relativistic
Langmuir waves that would be responsible for such frequency shifts.

These results indicate that at highest powers (100TWand above), the bursting, broadening andmodulation
of the BSRS frequency spectrum is associatedwith increased plasma density within the LWFAplasma bubble.
The existence of a non-evacuatedwakefield bubble, as indicated by backward SRS signal,may be related to
enhanced electron injection, resulting in enhanced charge in the accelerated electron beam. The correlation
observed between electron beam charge andBSRS is likely due to density fluctuations in the plasma, whichmay
be due to the injection of electrons into a LWFAbubble. These fluctuations can provide a seed for the
development of the BSRS instability. Therefore, it is possible thatfluctuations due to BSRS can provide feedback
for electron injection.
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